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Introducing the Joint EEG-Development Inference
(JEDI) Model: A Multi-way, Data Fusion Approach
for Estimating Paediatric Developmental Scores Via

EEG
Eli Kinney-Lang, Ahmed Ebied, Bonnie Auyeung, Richard F.M. Chin, and Javier Escudero Member, IEEE

Abstract—Accounting for developmental changes in children is
a key consideration for adapting neurorehabilitation technologies
to paediatric populations. Using well-established clinical tests
and questionnaires can be resource and time intensive. With
many data-driven rehabilitation approaches relying on EEG
data, a means to rapidly assess and infer developmental status
of children directly from these recordings could be critical.
This manuscript proposes a new model for estimating classic
developmental diagnostic scores by exploiting data fusion in a
joint tensor-matrix decomposition of the EEG and score data. We
have designated this model the Joint EEG-Development Inference
(JEDI) model. The proposed model is illustrated using a common
EEG task (button press) via publicly available paediatric data
from pre-adolescent children. Using 3 distinct recording blocks
for training, validation and testing and a 10-fold cross-validation
scheme, a robust experimental design was used to evaluate the
JEDI model under various conditions. Results indicate that the
JEDI model can estimate the developmental scores of children
while maintaining a high degree of similarity at a population
level. These results highlight the JEDI model as a potential evolv-
ing tool for rapidly assessing child’s development. Clinically, the
proposed model could provide useful developmental information
in a convenient and low resource manner.

Index Terms—Multi-way analysis, tensor analysis, data fusion,
EEG, CPD, PARAFAC, developmental neuroscience, child devel-
opment.

I. INTRODUCTION

ADVANCEMENTS in engineering, electrophysiology and
brain modelling have underpinned new avenues of re-

habilitation medicine technology in recent years, such as
virtual reality/environment training [1], [2] and brain-computer
interfaces (BCI) [3]–[5]. Tapping into the underlying brain
dynamics and neural mechanisms, like neural plasticity, has
been a corner stone for these technologies [4]–[6]. Being able
to exploit the vast potential of plasticity present during devel-
opment is a driving force behind expanding these rehabilitation
paradigms to paediatric populations [5], [7], [8]. However, the
wildly heterogeneous and variable rate of development among
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children, especially for children in need of neurorehabilitation
paradigms, have largely barred the translation of technologies
like BCI [5], [7]–[9].

Recently we proposed methodology for tackling such devel-
opmental hurdles through exploiting the natural higher-order
structure of paediatric electroencephalography (EEG) data via
multi-way (i.e. tensor) analysis [7], [8]. In this approach, we
utilize advanced signal processing to model the complex multi-
dimensional EEG as a combination of low-rank component
matrices in which unique features can be identified and linked
to child age [7], [8]. The outlined tensor framework provided
a foundation for identifying features with respect to child
age, but did not take into account other potential measures
of ‘development’, e.g. traditionally used clincial measures of
child development. Therefore, there is room to expand the
tensor framework model to include information from such
clinical tests.

Data fusion offers a way to integrate and analyze data
from multiple sources of information through joint or coupled
factorization [10]–[14]. The coupled (i.e. fused) data can
provide insights which are not readily apparent from a single
source of data [10]–[14]. This coupling of information has
been referred to as multi-view or multi-relational [10], and
arises when an observation’s features consist of two or more
disjoint sets or views [10]. Importantly, tensor decompositions
can be understood as a special case of joint factorization
(i.e. data fusion) where the data sets are homogeneous [10].
Structured data fusion (SDF) [10], [15] can offer an appli-
cation agnostic, customizable data fusion framework capable
of jointly decomposing various data types, including tensors
and matrices. Therefore, data fusion via SDF provides a tool
compatible within the tensor framework to incorporate clinical
metrics of child development.

EEG data and traditional developmental scores measured
through psychometric tests can intuitively be recognized as
multi-modal (or multi-relational) data, where the two dis-
joint sets reveal complimentary information regarding child
development. As such, their joint tensor-matrix decomposition
and SDF [10], [15] could provide novel insights into of
the underlying developmental information and provide ad-
ditional boons in terms of inferring development status of
children. Therefore, we have termed the SDF of these data
types the Joint EEG-Development Inference (JEDI) model. To
the authors’ knowledge, no such modelling framework has
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been previously described in data fusion literature. In this
manuscript we:
• Outline and describe the structure for the proposed JEDI

model
• Apply the JEDI model using a common EEG task

(left/right button-press) and relevant clinical behavioural
tests (e.g. the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence-
Second edition)

• Demonstrate how the JEDI model can exploit shared
information in order to predict developmental scores for
new/unseen children based on EEG recordings

Effective modelling of the multi-relational data associated with
child development supports the proposed JEDI model as a
potentially useful tool for characterizing children’s develop-
mental status in emerging rehabilitation technologies.

II. MATERIALS & METHODS

A. Notation and Definitions

This paper follows the tensor notation and definitions
outlined in [8], [16]. The relevant notation is summarized
presently.

Tensors are a multi-way array of data, designated by a
calligraphic upper-case letter (e.g. X ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN ). Bold
upper-case letters represent matrices, which are considered as
2-way tensors (e.g. X = [a1, a2, . . . , aJ ] ∈ RI×J ). Bold lower-
case letters are used for vectors, i.e. 1-way tensors (e.g. aj).
The n-th way (also referred to as domain) matrix of a given
tensor A(n) is the corresponding domain-n slice of that tensor.
As an example, in a three-way tensor X ∈ RI×J×K with ele-
ments xijk, the domain-1 frontal slice of X is X(1) ∈ RI×JK ,
the domain-2 lateral slice is X(2) ∈ RJ×IK and domain-3
horizontal slice is X(3) ∈ RK×IJ [8].

The Kronecker product of two matrices A ∈ RI×J and
B ∈ RK×L is denoted by A ⊗ B [16]. The result is a matrix
T ∈ RIK×JL with:

T = [a1 ⊗ b1 a1 ⊗ b2 a1 ⊗ b3 · · · aJ ⊗ bL−1 aJ ⊗ bL]

The Khatri-Rao product can be viewed as a ‘column-wise’
Kronecker product. Given two matrices A ∈ RI×K and B ∈
RJ×K , their Khatri-Rao product is A � B [16], with result
matrix T ∈ RIJ×K [16]. This is equivalent to:

A� B = [a1 ⊗ b1 a2 ⊗ b2 · · · aK ⊗ bK ]

The outer product of vectors a and b is represented by a ◦
b. We will denote the non-negative least squares regression
between a matrix A, and vector d by NN(Ad) [8].

B. Datasets

Data for this study was taken from a publicly available
dataset provided by the Child Mind Institute (CMI) [17]. Our
study focused on pre-adolescent children (< 11 y.o.), resulting
in a sample size of n = 45 children. EEG data was captured
using a high-density 129-electrode hydro-cel EEG cap, with
the pre-processing handled by the CMI prior to the point
of data distribution (for details on EEG pre-processing see
[17]). Through utilizing the already pre-processed EEG offered

by the CMI, we aimed to promote easier replication of the
methodology outlined in this manuscript.

EEG data was recorded while children participated in dif-
ferent activities, including both resting state and task-oriented
paradigms [17]. The Contrast Change Paradigm (CCP) task
was the focus for the presented analysis. In brief, the CCP task
instructs the child to pay attention to two objects on screen,
each originally at 50% contrast. Randomly, over the course of
a trial, one object will decrease to 0% contrast, while the other
increases to 100%. The child then presses the corresponding
(left/right) button indicating which object is increasing in
contrast [17]. The CCP task allows isolation of specific brain
processing phenomena [17], including a post-decision process-
ing but pre-motor time window (i.e., the window after the
subject has decided on an object, up to the actual button press).
This pre-motor isolated brain signal was chosen as it could
be considered similar in design to the pre-motor imagined
movement common in rehabilitation technologies, like BCI
[16]. Furthermore, the CCP task required engagement from
the child, thus providing brain activity in which developmental
changes could be actively investigated. A random set of 24
trials were run (12 left, 12 right) for a single block of the
CCP, and each child attempted to complete 3 CCP blocks.
For full details, please see [17].

Children were excluded from this study based on two main
factors. First, the experimental set-up required each CCP block
1, 2 and 3 to consist of exactly the same children across
all blocks in order to facilitate comparison, validation and
testing. Therefore if any child was unable to complete all
3 CCP blocks they were excluded. Additionally, all children
in the analysis needed to have the same developmental tests
recorded. Children without the valid recorded developmental
scores outlined below were also excluded. This resulted in
n = 22 children, age 8-11 years old to be included in this
study.

C. Developmental Tests

Phenotypic data was recorded alongside the paediatric
EEGs. Several developmental tests were recorded for each
subject. From the available developmental measurements, we
chose three psychological tests to investigate. These were: 1.)
the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence- Second Edi-
tion (WASI-II) [18]; 2.) the Wechsler Individual Achievement
Test- Second Edition-Abbreviated (WIAT-IIA) [19]; and 3.)
the Kid-KINDL (KK) questionnaire [20], [21]. This set of
CMI phenotypic data measurements included two independent,
external measures of development conducted by an expert
(WASI-II, WIAT-IIA), and one self-reflective measure of de-
velopment (KK). Through these three measures we aimed to
capture a well-rounded set of classic ‘developmental metrics’.

To narrow the scope of these developmental metrics, we a
priori opted to focus on the phenotypic developmental scores
associated with IQ (i.e. instead of behaviour, social, etc.).
Thus, our analysis included the full-scale IQ (FSIQ-4) mea-
surement from WASI-II, the full composite score for WIAT-
IIA, and only the School Subscale in the KK questionnaire.
The score values for WASI-II and WIAT-IIA were reported on
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a normative 100 point curve (where ‘normal’ is considered at
µ = 100, s.d.± 10). The KK questionnaire, however, ranged
from 0-5 points for the School Subscale based on responses
‘never’, ‘seldom’, ‘sometimes’, ‘often’ and ‘all of the time’,
respectively. The School Subscale scores were arranged by the
CMI dataset so that higher points indicated the child feeling
more successful/positive in the school setting. To more easily
visualize across data, the KK questionnaire’s 5 point scale was
translated to a 0-100 point scale for analysis.

The scaled scores from the WASI-II, WIAT-IIA and KK
questionnaire were aggregated together across all children to
construct a psychometric score matrix, S ∈ RN×T . Here, the
[Subject] and [Score] domains are of size N,T respectively.
Prior to cross-validation analysis, the score matrix was stan-
dardized to a z-score using MATLAB so that the appropriate
scale of each of the scores could be recovered in the prediction
step.

D. Data Processing

EEG data was originally recorded and processed as de-
scribed in the CMI dataset [17]. The high-density 129-
electrode EEG was recorded at a sampling rate of 500 Hz, with
a bandpass of 0.1 to 100 Hz, and a reference point of Cz for
each paradigm. For this paper, the desired CCP EEG record-
ings were then re-processed using the toolbox Fieldtrip [22] in
MATLAB to find the time-frequency response (TFR). First, the
data was re-referenced to a common average reference (CAR),
and bandpass filtered between 5 to 18 Hz. This frequency
range was selected for two purposes. First, it captures the
variable range of EEG frequencies in children associated
with executing motor movement in the button-press task, e.g.
the shifts in frequency and power of EEG bands alpha, mu
and beta which are associated with development throughout
childhood [23]–[26]. The lower beta range is included as it
continues to change and mature with the development of the
child [24]–[27] and is associated with motor activity [25]–
[27]. The upper beta range was excluded, however, to avoid
potential contamination from the steady-state visual evoked
signal at 20 and 25 Hz [17] present in the CCP task. A
spatial filter was applied to focus on 20 central channels
over the motor cortex (E103-106, E110-112, E116-118 for
the right, and E7, E13, E20, E28-30, E34-36, E41 for the
left). The TFR was then calculated using Fieldtrip’s multitaper
convolution function (‘mtmconvol’), across Hanning tapers on
the time series trial data [22]. The data was time-locked to
the button press response, designated as time t = 0. Sliding
time windows of 20 ms were used to estimate the TFR for two
second trials defined from -1500 to 500 ms, with respect to the
button press and spectrum values from the TFR were recorded.
A baseline from -1500 to -1000 ms was used to calculate the
relative change in the TFR spectrum data. Analysis was done
separately for left/right button press data.

E. Tensor Analysis

Figure 1-A illustrates a general example of a three-way
tensor X ∈ RI×J×N corresponding to [Spatial], [Spectral]
and [Subject] domains respectively.
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Fig. 1. Visual representation of various tensor structures. A.) A simple
representation of a 3-domain tensor X with [Spatial] (channel), [Spectral]
(frequency) and [Subject] (child) domains. B.) Illustration of how the 3-way
tensor from (A) can be stacked along [Temporal] (filled dot) or [Task]
(open dot) modes to create a 5-domain tensor. C.) An illustration of the
shared [Subject] domain between a 5-way tensor X and a matrix S (e.g.
developmental score matrix).

1) Constructing a Tensor: From the processed EEG data,
a 5-way tensor was constructed with domains of [Trial] ×
[Channel]×[Frequency]×[Time]×[Subject] using the TFR
power spectrum data calculated for each child, at each trial and
every CCP block. This 5-way tensor is visually represented in
Figure 1-B. A subset of the 5-way tensor was identified to
be core for defining the tensor-aspect of the joint model. The
model did not need resolution at the [Trial] domain level as
the child’s developmental scores did not change from trial to
trial. Additionally, the model training and validation was done
only on specific combinations of the CCP recording blocks.
Thus, a sub-tensor which averaged across the whole [Trial]
domain and included only the relevant blocks was defined for
experimental analysis. Therefore, analysis was conducted on
the 4-way sub-tensor Xsub ∈ RI×J×K×N corresponding to
[Channel]× [Frequency]× [Time]× [Subject] domains, re-
spectively, for each CCP block. Using the sub-tensor provided
an additional benefit of reducing computational expenses.

2) Tensor Decomposition: The constructed 4-way tensor
was decomposed via the toolbox Tensorlab [15], [28], [29] for
MATLAB through Parallel Factor Analysis (PARAFAC), also
commonly referred to as Canonical Polyadic Decomposition
(CPD). CPD exploits the inherent higher-order structure in the
EEG data [30]–[32] to define underlying latent structures in
the data, and is a common decomposition model choice for
EEG [16], [31]. Additionally, CPD is capable of identifying
developmental profiles in paediatric EEG [7], [8].

The CPD model decomposes a multi-way tensor X into a
(minimal) sum of rank-1 tensors [16], [33], [34]. The CPD can
alternatively be considered as a special Tucker decomposition
which has a super-diagonal core [16], [33], [34]. This provides
a guaranteed 1:1 interaction in the identified latent factors
across the modes of X [8], [34], [35]. This in turn helps
to provide insight into the structural relationships within the
data, including the ability to retain information regarding
the latent developmental relationships between children at
different developmental points and their respective EEG [8].

For an explicit example of the CPD decomposition, let a
fourth-order tensor be X ∈ RI×J×K×N [8]. Then a general
rank-R CPD model is defined as
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X ≈
R∑

r=1

ar ◦ br ◦ cr ◦ dr (1)

for r = 1, 2, .., R with ar ∈ RI , br ∈ RJ ,cr ∈ RK and
dr ∈ RN . This can alternatively be written as

xijkn =

R∑
r=1

airbjrckrdnr + eijkn (2)

for i = 1, ..., I; j = 1, ..., J ; k = 1, ...,K; n = 1, ..., N
and r = 1, ..., R with xijkn, air, bjr, ckr, dnr and eijkn as
elements of X , domains A ∈ RI×R, B ∈ RJ×R, C ∈ RK×R,
D ∈ RN×R and residual E ∈ RI×J×K×N , respectively [8].

F. Data Fusion and Grid Search

The EEG tensor Xsub ∈ RI×J×K×N and the score matrix
of S ∈ RN×T were jointly decomposed using the CPD option
in Tensorlab’s structured data fusion (SDF) [10], [15]. The
score matrix S included [Subject] and [Score] domains with
component factors D ∈ RN×R, and E ∈ RT×R respectively
and S ≈ DET . The shared domain [Subject]D ∈ RN was
given to the SDF model as the single overlapping domain
from the multi-relational set. Figure 1-C visually illustrates the
shared domain in a tensor-matrix SDF. An initial estimate for
the decomposed tensor was first calculated using Tensorlab’s
multi-linear SVD [28] while the score matrix was initialized
randomly.

Non-negativity was imposed on each domain of the EEG
tensor (and thus consequently on the [Subject] domain of
the score matrix). The non-negativity constraint improved
the ability to interpret factors of the model, and grounded
them within realistic bounds [8]. For example, non-negativity
constraints on the power spectrum data in the [Frequency]
domain are justifiable as negative values for such data would
be meaningless [8]. Regularization was imposed on both the
EEG tensor and score matrix data. For the EEG tensor, L2
regularization helped reduce fitting to noise for the [Channel],
[Frequency], and [Time] domains. Similarly, L2 regular-
ization was included for the matrix’s [Score] domain. L1
regularization was imposed on the [Subject] domain for both
datasets to help promote minimal over-fitting and potentially
sparse responses across the shared domain.

Using the SDF structure, the degree of contribution of the
EEG tensor, score matrix, L2 and L1 regularization terms were
defined in terms of their relative weights. These weights can
be considered as hyperparameters of the JEDI model. The
objective function to minimize the SDF of X and S is thus:

min
A,B,C,D,E,R

(λ1/2)||X −MCPD(A,B,C,D, R)||2F+

(λ2/2)||S−MCPD(D,E, R)||2F+
(λ3/2)(||vec(A)||2F + ||vec(B)||2F

+||vec(C)||2F + ||vec(E)||2F )+
(λ4/2)||vec(D)||1

(3)

where A,B,C,D,E, R are the [Channel], [Frequency],
[Time], [Subject], and [Score] domain component matrices

and number of components, respectively; MCPD is the joint
CPD decomposition; and λ1−4 are the relative weights for
tensor data X , the score matrix S, L2, and L1 regularization
respectively.

In order to estimate λ1−4, we employed a grid search
varying λ1−3 while fixing λ4 at 1. We varied λ1,3 loga-
rithmically from 0.01 to 100 in nine steps each (i.e. 0.01,
0.0316, 0.1, 0.316...). To be sure that the relative weight of
neither the tensor nor the matrix was overbearing, we varied
λ2 logarithmically proportional to λ1 such that it was at most
(least) one log-step more (less) than the value for λ1 (i.e., for
λ1 = 1, λ2 = [0.1, 10]), over 5 steps in log-space. For each
value λ1−4, the SDF was calculated for one of the three CCP
blocks (e.g. CCP block 1), and validated on an independent
second CCP block (e.g. CCP block 2). Validation using the
second CCP block (without loss of generality) provided the
relative errors for each combination of parameters. This pro-
cedure thereby approximated the generalizability of each set of
hyperparameters with respect to unseen EEG data, providing
insight for choosing an ideal set of hyperparameters applicable
across all combinations of the CCP blocks. The third CCP
block not used for either defining the initial SDF model or
grid search validation was used for testing (e.g. CCP block
3).

In addition to the relative weights λ1−4, the grid search
varied the number of components R for the joint CPD de-
composition between 2 to 5 components. This range for
the components was chosen specifically to emphasize the
tensor ranks in which the JEDI model effectively balances
(1) model validity measured by percent explained variance
(EV); (2) model validity of the CPD using the Core Consis-
tency Diagnostic (CORCONDIA) [8], [36], [37] metric; and
(3) computational time required. In principle, CORCONDIA
indicates the suitability of using CPD to model the data and
is inversely related to the EV (for interested readers and a
more in depth discussion, please see [8], [36], [37]). A larger
number of components used for a CPD decomposition tends
to decrease the CORCONDIA while increasing the EV [8],
[36], [37] and the computational time [29], [38]. As such,
selecting the correct number of components to decompose a
dataset requires a balance between these aspects.

The grid search was ran over all permutations of the
independent CCP blocks 1, 2 and 3 for model definition,
validation and testing. Results were recorded and a specific
model weight with R components was selected for analysis.

G. Characteristic Filters and Direct Projection
An advantage of the CPD decomposition is the ability

to directly define the ‘characteristic filters’ [8], [39] which
hold the common interactions between the tensor modes.
Additionally, the CPD model provides a direct multi-linear
model, and has previously been used extensively with EEG
data [8], [16], [39]. The information held in these characteristic
filters are based on the resulting CPD component matrices,
and allow new incoming data to be directly projected onto the
previously estimated interactions in order to estimate the com-
ponent weights of any specific mode, without needing to re-
run the tensor decomposition [8], [39]. In this study, we used
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characteristic filters based on the [Channel], [Frequency],
and [Time] domains to directly project new children onto
the [Subject] domain. Using the common interactions held
in those 3 domains of Xsub, we can estimate a new child’s
[Subject] component weights directly. In practice, this was
done as follows.

First, let Xsub ∈ RI×J×K×N be a 4-way tensor in our
analysis, with modes [Channel]× [Frequency]× [Time]×
[Subject], and S ∈ RN×T be a 2-way matrix holding
developmental score data, with modes [Subject] × [Score].
Then, let A ∈ RI×R,B ∈ RJ×R,C ∈ RK×R,D ∈ RN×R and
E ∈ RT×R be the resulting R-component factor matrices of the
joint CPD factorization for each mode, respectively. Also, let
a new testing tensor Y be of similar design to X (i.e. have the
same domain designations), with new subjects and recordings.
Then weights for the new subjects in the [Subject] domain of
Y (i.e. D̂) can be determined through direct projection on the
characteristic filters of (A,B,C) by:
Unfold Xsub along the [Subject] domain, defining the
[Channel]×[Frequency]×[Time] characteristic filters using
the Khatri-Rao product:

X(4)
sub = D[C� B� A]T , (4)

X(4)
sub = DW (5)

where W is an encoding matrix of the interactions between the
[Channel], [Frequency], and [Time] domains [8], [39]. The
projection from new subjects onto these common interactions
provides estimated weights for the subjects’ spatial, spectral
and temporal profile patterns [8], [39]. New weights from the
direct projection are then found using the non-negative least-
square projection (NN(·)) between the encoding matrix, W,
and the unfolded testing tensor Y along the [Subject] domain
as done in [8], Y(4):

Y(4) = D′[C′ � B′ � A′]T , (6)

D̂ = NN(Y(4)W), (7)

where D̂ holds the estimated spatial, spectral, and temporal
weights for the new subjects [8], [39]. The non-negative
least squares as an alternative to the pseudo-inverse to inhibit
potential outliers from near-zero data, similar to [8].

Since Xsub is jointly factorized with the developmental
score matrix S, the new estimated D̂ will be encoded with
respect to the developmental scores as well. Therefore, to es-
timate a new child’s estimated developmental score for WASI-
II, WIAT-IIA or KK questionnaire, we need to simply multiply
the estimated weight D̂ ∈ RN×R by the transpose of the
component matrix found for the [Score] domain, E ∈ RT×R.

Ŝ = D̂× [E]T (8)

where Ŝ ∈ RN×T is the estimated score for the new child(ren).

III. RESULTS

A. Experiments

The above analysis was done on a combination of the 3
CCP blocks, such that analysis included evaluation on a cross-
validated test using two CCP blocks and a repeated evaluation

Experimental Design
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Fig. 2. A flowchart illustrating the experimental design of the JEDI training
and testing. The true scores for comparison are highlighted in the tan
parallelogram, showing they were not included for any steps of the JEDI
model training. The blue box highlights the key steps in the JEDI joint
factorization for each training fold. The yellow box highlights how withheld
testing data was used to estimate scores for both the 10-fold cross-validation
and the out-of-block test data.

on the other withheld CCP block. In particular, a 10-fold
cross-validation combining two CCP blocks of data withheld
two or three subjects at each fold when training the JEDI
model to establish the ”within block” validation set. All data
from the other CCP block was completely excluded from the
model training as well, to provide the second validation test
set designated as the ”out-of-block” test. This double hold-out
scheme promoted robustness in the results two ways. First,
evaluating two repeated tests helps inform on the stability
of the JEDI model across multiple evaluations. Second, by
excluding a CCP block from the model training, potential sys-
temic differences present in the CCP blocks may be revealed
from comparing the within block and out-of-block validation
results. Importantly, the children to be tested had their scores
held out prior to the z-score transformation as well, to ensure
no potential contamination between the training and testing
sets. Figure 2 illustrates this experimental outline. The new
estimated scores for both within the cross-validation and out-
of-block testing were compared to the original true scores
of each child. The joint CPD factorization was run on each
training fold separately, and repeated using all permutations
of the CCP blocks 1, 2, and 3.

B. Parameter Weights

The joint factorization reported for the JEDI model used
R = 4 components, and hyperparameter weights of 3.162,
3.162, 0.1, and 1 for λ1−4, respectively. These values were
chosen based in part on results from the complete grid
search. To maintain commonality across the various testing
experiments, we opted to use a single set of weights which
had been found within five lowest differences between real and
estimated values for the decomposition and validation blocks
(e.g. use CCP Block 1 for joint decomposition, CCP Block
2 for validation, CCP Block 3 for independent testing) in the
grid search. This allowed direct comparisons of results across
permutations, scores and testing blocks since each JEDI joint
factorization weighted the profiles identically.
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Figure 3 illustrates the EV and CORCONDIA for an optimal
set of weights λ1−4 for various numbers of components using
5 repeated decompositions for each CCP block (15 repetitions
total). The results from Figure 3 highlight that using greater
than 5 components in the decomposition lead to diminishing
returns in EV with large decreases in the CORCONDIA. As
such, Figure 3 highlights why the grid search only included
up to 5 components for analysis.

C. Developmental Score Prediction

Figure 4 illustrates the results for the predicted scores, based
on the permutations of model training and testing from CCP
blocks 1, 2, and 3 using the procedure outlined in (4)-(8). The
three permutations of the JEDI model training and testing are
represented in each row of Figure 4. The left hand column
illustrates the predicted scores for using EEG from the ‘within
block’ of the cross-validated data as outlined in Figure 2. The
right column shows the predicted score results using EEG data
from the separate ‘out-of-block’ testing fold, as seen in 2. For
each panel, the actual and predicted scores for each child is
displayed side-by-side for the WASI-II (left-most data), WIAT-
IIA (central data), and KK questionnaire (right-most data)
tests. Box-plots were used to capture overall trends in the real
and estimated scores. A scatter-plot linking real-to-predicted
data was overlaid on top the associated box-plot pairs in order
to show the efficacy of the JEDI model at an individual level.

The majority of trends in Figure 4 indicate the JEDI could
estimate a child’s developmental score. For the WASI-II test,
a median difference of ±20.81, and ±21.68 points on average
across permutations for within and out-of-block tests, respec-
tively. Similarly, for the WIAT-IIA test a median difference of
±15.99, and ±16.85 points across the different permutations
for the within and out-of-block tests, respectively. The KK
questionnaire had the lowest median difference in points at
±8.89, and ±11.07 across permutations for the within and
out-of-block tests, respectively. The lowest median value for
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Fig. 4. Actual and predicted scores for all subjects for three clinical measures
of development, for each training and testing permutation of CCP blocks
for the JEDI model. Rows reflect the training/testing permutation. The left
column gives results from the 10-fold within block cross-validation, and
the right column for the out-of-block data. For each panel, from left to
right are actual and predicted value pairs for WASI-II, WIAT-IIA and the
KidKINDL questionnaire, respectively. Each pair of box-plots includes the
subject distribution in magenta, with a dotted line indicating the child’s
‘actual-to-estimated’ score values. No significant differences between the
actual and predicted values were found, based on a two-tailed Student’s t-
test at a significance level of p = 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons
via False Discovery Rate (FDR, at p = 0.05)

the KK questionnaire was ±4.79 (in the within block cross-
validation test), while the highest was ±13.91 in the out-of-
block test. These results are summarized in Figure 5 as a
complimentary graphic to the main results in Figure 4.

Across all model testing permutations, only 1 pair of real
and estimated scores were found to be significantly different
based on a two-tailed Student’s t-test, at a level of p =
0.05. This was the WIAT-IIA scores for the within block at
p ≈ 0.0180, using CCP blocks 1, 3 for training and block 2
for testing. However, correcting for multiple comparisons via
False Discovery Rate (FDR) or Bonferroni found no significant
differences from the distribution of real scores to the JEDI
estimated values.

Incorporating a child’s age into the score matrix S was
also examined as a measure of verifying the suitability of
the JEDI model in estimating aspects of child development.
Including child age as an alternative score in the matrix S
was found to have no significant effect on score estimations
made by the JEDI model. Further, the median estimated ages
differed from the real ages by ±1.36 and ±1.12 on average
across all permutations for the within block and out-of-block
tests, respectively. These results are included in Supplementary
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Figures A and B.

IV. DISCUSSION

This paper presents a new model built upon the joint factor-
ization of EEG data and clinical measures of development with
the aim to infer developmental status of children using EEG
data. The Joint EEG-Development Inference (JEDI) model was
described in detail, and tested on predicting WASI-II, WIAT-
IIA and KK questionnaire scores rapidly via characteristic
filters. The results demonstrate an important step towards using
EEG data to predict classic developmental scores of children.
The presented JEDI model provided a preliminary example for
estimating a child’s developmental score via EEG, with results
found to be within an adjacent category (e.g. ‘average’,‘above
average’, etc.) of the real data. Furthermore, at a population
level, the distribution of developmental scores predicted by the
JEDI model were not significantly different from the original
distribution of scores in the paediatric population.

A. JEDI Trends

Results from the JEDI model are an encouraging, initial
step. Although the median values across the tests were modest
with respect to predicting scores, there were some important
trends in the data which promote further investigation. For
example, across the WASI-II and WIAT-IIA tests, there ap-
peared to be a trend for individual subjects in the interquartile
range (i.e. the ‘middle’ 50% of data) to have lower differences

between the real and estimated scores. In contrast, the more
‘extreme’ scores (either above or below) tended to be inversely
estimated (e.g. low scores were estimated significantly higher
by the JEDI model, while high scores were estimated sig-
nificantly lower). Pearson’s R reveals a negative correlation
trend between the estimated and real scores in the WASI-
II (within block testing R = −0.3403 ± 0.138, and out-of-
block testing R = −0.1278± 0.1694) and WIAT-IIA (within
block testing R = −0.2639±0.2019, and out-of-block testing
R = −0.1073 ± 0.1425) across all CCP block combinations.
These trends are significant for the uncorrected p − values,
but fail to remain significant when corrected for multiple
comparisons for a FDR of p = 0.05. This helps explain, in
part, why many of the large differences in individual estimates
of developmental scores tended to come from data originally
in the top or bottom 25% of the population distribution. This
trend, however, is not apparent for the KK questionnaire,
where estimated data appear to be more positively correlated
at R = 0.1411 ± 0.2627, and R = 0.1805 ± 0.1038 for
within and out-of-block testing respectively. Furthermore, the
KK questionnaire data seem more likely to be in a similar
range as the real data regardless of their positioning in the
original data distribution. As noted below, there are future
work possibilities which may help improve the JEDI model’s
predictive capabilities and consequently could improve these
findings.

It is important to contextualize the estimated results and
differences from the JEDI model with respect to a real-
world interpretation. In practice, the median differences found
between the real and estimated score pairs for WASI-II
demonstrate a reasonable ability for the JEDI to retain a
child’s ‘descriptive category’ with respect to the original FSIQ-
4 values. The median change of approximately ±21 points
for JEDI model estimates of WASI-II imply that children
assigned an ‘average’ score can be categorized as ‘below
average’, ‘average’, or even ‘above average’. The normal curve
distribution of WASI-II has a standard deviation of 15 points,
putting the JEDI estimation outside the expected deviation.
The consistency from both the within block cross-validation
and out-of-block test data supports that, given the specific
parameters for the presented JEDI model, these results are
likely stable.

The WIAT-IIA predicted scores were consistently closer to
their real counterparts via the JEDI model. Given that the
standard deviation for WIAT-IIA is reported at 15 points, the
JEDI model median differences fell critically within only 1-2
points of the expected standard deviation curve, evaluated for
the within and out-of-block tests, respectively. This implies the
shared developmental factors underlying the EEG were more
readily captured via the JEDI joint factorization. This effect
seemed to be constant for both within block cross-validation
and for out-of-block testing, indicating it also was a stable
estimation.

The estimated KidKINDL questionnaire values were also
consistently within one categorical step of their respective
real counterpart. The within block cross-validation and out-of-
block testing median differences seem slightly less stable than
the WASI-II or WIAT-IIA predictions (e.g. the approximate
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4 point difference in median change). When scaled back to
a 5 point scale the predictive capability seems comparable
to the other tests, in that estimations will fall within the 1-2
category range (median change of±1.36, and±1.44 for within
and out-of-block testing, respectively). This instability could
be partial a result from the specific model joint factorization
properties, which could change with different model selection
(e.g. different weights of λ1−4, R, etc.).

For all developmental tests, the outlier results represent a
key situation where the model completely failed. However,
from a clinical point of view, these outliers are such drastic
failures, that they are easy to immediately identify. Extremely
low developmental scores (seen in several predicted children
in Figure 4) are clearly not normal, so a decision can be
made to investigate with the classical approach of running the
developmental tests. This model therefore could help to reduce
the resources required for clinical developmental assessment.

B. Model Selection and Stability

Model selection is a critical aspect to consider when eval-
uating the given results. We opted to use a single set of
hyperparameters across all combinations of data to retain the
ability to more intuitively compare across outcomes. This
allowed less complex interpretation when comparing data,
at the trade-off of perhaps better fitting of the JEDI model
to each training/testing fold and permutation, which in turn
could improve the estimated scores. Another example, is at
the tensor decomposition level. We selected the CPD model
for its ability to exploit the characteristic filters through direct
projection [8]. However, due to CPD’s core design [8], [33],
the model may be less flexible than desired. Using a more
flexible tensor model, like PARAFAC2 [16], [39] or block-
term decomposition [31], [40] offer directions for future work
which may improve the estimations from the JEDI model.

Stability in the JEDI model is another key aspect to consider.
Despite testing with two separate scenarios, including the
completely unseen EEG data, the median results from the JEDI
model remained relatively stable (i.e., similar results were
found for both testing groups). The general stability of the
model is further supported in that none of the estimated distri-
butions were significantly different from the actual values, with
distributions relatively similar in size and location in Figure
4. Importantly, however, is that the individual predictions can
vary if the JEDI model is run repeatedly, due to the joint tensor
factorization and random initialization of the score matrix.
Also, since the SDF is a numerical solution estimating the
common underlying factors, the joint tensor model solution is
not guaranteed to be identical for each run. In this context,
some of the outlier values predicted by the JEDI model may
be a factor resulting from something akin to a local minima
in the data factorization. A direction for future work could be
to explore how individual subject estimations change given
particular decompositions, and how to determine which is
closest to the ‘true’ developmental value.

Additionally, the JEDI model’s ability to effectively estimate
the KK questionnaire, a self-reported measure, better than
the WASI-II or WIAT-IIA IQ tests was a surprise. However,

the (relative) instability of the JEDI’s estimation for the KK
questionnaire between the within block and out-of-block tests
highlights that this phenomena may be a result of the relatively
small sample size available for this pilot project. Evaluating the
model on an external data source using 4 children who were
not included in the experiments above (due to their inability
to complete all 3 of the CCP blocks) revealed the WASI-
II and WIAT-IIA were consistent with the results reported
above, with the KK questionnaire estimations found to be more
variable. Evaluating the JEDI model on a larger population
should help clarify the nature of these findings.

C. Application and Relevance

The ability to estimate a child’s developmental status from
EEG would be beneficial for many applications. In terms of
brain-computer interface (BCI) or other rehabilitation strate-
gies which EEG is featured predominantly, the JEDI model
could open up a means to rapidly assess how the intervention
was progressing directly. This could help alleviate some of
the resource intensive requirements for repeated clinical as-
sessments. The present gold standard is to do labor intensive
detailed psychometric tests, which are not always available
or possible and may suffer from learning effects over repeat
testing. The proposed model thus opens up the potential for
a computational biomarker for developmental status clinically.
Development of such a biomarker is a sought after, yet elusive
item in trials aimed at assessing interventions to developmental
problems or at looking at adverse effects on development in
drug trials.

For EEG based rehabilitation paradigms, it offers an ad-
ditional use for the recorded EEG data. The data could be
used to both infer development and to record specific tasks
of interest. Furthermore, the JEDI model provides an avenue
to more directly link changes found at an electrophysiological
level to well-established measurements of development at the
psychological level. The proposed JEDI model thus offers
multiple benefits in its data-driven approach to inferring a
child’s developmental status using a common EEG task.

D. Limitations and Future Work

There were several limitations associated with this work.
First, the sample size of this study was relatively small (n =
22). Due to the exclusive design of the study, over half of
the available children were not included in analysis since they
were missing data from either a CCP block, a developmental
score or both. Future work should repeat these findings in a
larger group to verify the results across a larger population.
Additionally, the sample investigated was for children with
healthy development, and an older childhood population. As
development and EEG are heavily linked to age of the child, it
is unclear if the JEDI model would be as predictive in children
with neurological deficits (e.g. epilepsy or paediatric stroke),
or in children who are very young (< 5 years old). Additional
investigations should be conducted to demonstrate the model
in a variety of paediatric populations.

Another limitation was that the grid search was done
prior to the actual analysis, in order to identify a common
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hyperparameter set. Although computationally expensive, an
alternative could be to implement the wide grid search for
optimizing hyperparameters at each fold of the analysis. The
current work was intended to demonstrate broadly the potential
effectiveness of the JEDI model, and as such future work
could implement this increased complexity by having the SDF
training and validation held within each cross-validation fold
and hyperparameters changed accordingly. Furthermore, the
grid search could be expanded upon to include additional
properties for optimization such as changing the frequency
range explored or which channels are used in analysis.

The similarity between the repeated within and out-of-block
tests investigated in this work is another potential limitation.
As all of the CCP block recordings were done within the
same day, the current results are limited in reporting on
longitudinal information or potential errors coming from intra-
session variabilities. As such, including in a mixed-effect
regression model to account for such potential difference in
longitudinal recordings could be more thoroughly explored in
follow-up studies.

Finally, the reported results focus only on the model’s ability
to predict developmental scores. Investigations on how to
utilize the model to also predict a child’s decision between
left and right buttons could help bolster the relevance of the
data.

V. CONCLUSION

This manuscript outlines using joint-factorization of multi-
relational data reflecting child development in a model termed
the Joint EEG-Development Inference (JEDI) model. The
structure of the JEDI model was comprised of the fusion of
a common EEG task (button press) and a matrix of clinically
relevant developmental diagnostic tests (WASI-II, WIAT-IIA,
KidKINDL). Through using multi-way tensors to maintain
the inherent structural relationships present in the EEG data,
shared developmental information could be gleaned from the
SDF. Considerations were given to the relative weights for
the tensor-matrix fusion and regularization factors (L2, L1),
through a grid search approach. Results indicated that the JEDI
model is a prominent first step towards inferring the devel-
opmental scores of children via EEG, with estimated values
falling approximately within the same or adjacent categorical
group as the real values. Analysis showed the JEDI model was
stable across repeated recordings, as similar results were found
when using 10-fold cross-validated data and unseen EEG data.
The JEDI model represents the foundation for a promising
tool which could be used in estimating developmental status
of children rapidly, using data from a common EEG task.
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Fig. 1. Supplementary Figure A. Actual and predicted scores for all subjects for the three clinical measures of development and child age, across all CCP block
permutations. Rows reflect the training/testing permutation. The left column gives results from the 10-fold within block cross-validation, and the right column
for the separate out-of-block data. For each panel, from left to right are the actual and predicted value pairs for WASI-II, WIAT-IIA, KidKINDL questionnaire,
and child age (blue) respectively. Each pair of box-plots includes the subject distribution in red, with a dotted line indicating the child’s ‘actual-to-estimated’
score values. No significant differences between the actual and predicted values were found, based on a two-tailed Student’s t-test at a significance level of
p = 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons via False Discovery Rate (FDR, at p = 0.05)
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Fig. 2. Supplementary Figure B. Absolute difference between the real and estimated scores and child age given by the JEDI model, for all permutations of
CCP blocks. The three left-hand panels show results using the within block cross-validation, while the right-hand panel shows results using the out-of-block
test data. For each panel, from left to right the scores are: WASI-II, WIAT-IIA, KidKINDL questionnaire and Age.


